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Gotrek Felix Slayer
Gotrek returns to fight the forces of the Gloomspite Gitz!
Hell-bent on ridding himself of the Fyreslayer rune buried in
his chest, Gotrek Gurnisson, the greatest Slayer to ever live,
travels deep into the strange, alchemical realm of Chamon.
Using their mysterious aether-science, the Kharadron
Overlords of Barak-Urbaz offer an end to Gotrek’s quest.
But, as the Bad Moon rises and murderous Gloomspite Gitz
threaten to destroy the sky-port, Gotrek pits himself against
the most ancient enemy of his people – the greenskins. While
his aelven travelling companion, Maleneth Witchblade,
struggles to keep him alive, Gotrek throws himself headlong
into a bloody battle for survival that will take him into the
dank, fungal heart of Skragrott’s Asylum.
Gotrek and Felix return in another action packed adventure
where evil looms over the storm-wracked isle of Albion.
Transported onto the island through an ancient portal, Gotrek
and Felix must fight the malignant evil that terrorizes the
populace before it takes over the whole world. Original.
The bestselling Gotrek & Felix series continues Gotrek and
Felix: unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing more than
common thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps lies
somewhere in between, and depends entirely upon whom you
ask... Travelling to the mysterious south in search of a mighty
death, the Slayer Gotrek Gurnisson and his human
companion, Felix Jaeger, find themselves caught up in a
battle between warring kingdoms. Captured by the sinister
Queen Khalida and forced to do her bidding, the adventurers
must brave the horrors of the sun-soaked Land of the Dead,
where the dead do not rest easy.
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SlayerBlack LibrarySlayer - Gotrek & FelixBlack Library
Skavenslayer
Shamanslayer
Tyrion & Teclis
Blackhearts
Gitslayer
This ominbus tells the story of Tyrion and Teclis, saviours of
high elf race and the heroes of Ulthuan. Tyrion and Teclis: the
most legendary high elf heroes to roam the earth. Destined for
greatness from birth, the twin brothers are as different as
darkness and light. While Tyrion, a calculating tactician and
unrivalled swordsman, inspires valour and fidelity in those
around him, Teclis is the most powerful natural sorcerer of the
age, harnessing a power that rivals even the mythic Caledor.
Relive the twins’ most gripping adventures – from their quest
through the deadly jungles of Lustria in search of the fabled
lost sword of Caledor, through to the blood-thirsty battle to
save their homeland from the malevolent Witch King, Malekith.
This collection of William King’s Blood of Aenarion, Sword of
Caledor and Bane of Malekith brims with rip-roaring
adventure.
Gotrek the dwarf trollslayer and his companion Felix are Black
Library's most popular fantasy duo. This omnibus edition gives
readers a unique opportunity to enjoy their first three
adventures through the haunted forests, mountains and
castles of the grim Warhammer world.
Condemned to death for their crimes, Reiner and companions
are given a reprieve if they will carry out the Empire's most
desperate and suicidal missions against dark elves, rogue
army commanders, chaos cultists, ratmen, and other enemies
of the Empire, in an omnibus volume containing the first three
Blackhearts novels. Original.
Dwarf Trollslayer Gotrek and his human companion Felix
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Jaeger, Warhammer’s most famous pair of heroes, head off to
a new adventure facing the terrifying dark elves in the latest
novel of this best-selling fantasy series.
Knights of the Empire
Elfslayer
Gotrek & Felix: The Serpent Queen
Gotrek and Felix: The Sixth Omnibus

After fleeing the authorities in the Imperial city of
Altdorf, Felix Jaeger swears a drunken oath to dour dwarf
Gotrek Gurnisson to record his death saga. In the cold
light of day, Felix's worst fears are confirmed as he learns
that Gotrek is a Trollslayer - a dwarf doomed to seek out a
heroic death in battle to atone for an unknown personal
disgrace. Their travels throw them into a string of
extraordinary adventures as Felix tries to survive his
companion's destiny.
Dwarf Tollslayer Gotrek and his human companion Felix
Jaeger are drawn into a evil plot by the Skaven--rat-men
who plan to use their sorcery to destroy an ancient empire.
Original.
As the dark forces of Chaos bring destruction to the
northern lands of Kislev, only dwarf warrior Gotrek
Gurnisson and his human companion, Felix Jaeger, stand
between the evil hordes and the ancient city of Praag.
Reprint.
Heading north to aid the forces of the Empire in their
battle against the invading Chaos hordes, Gotrek and Felix
make a brief stop off in Nuln, where they encounter the
dwarf engineer Malakai Makaisson, whose efforts to
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assist the Imperial war effort by transporting armaments
to the battlefield in his airship are threatened by saboteurs.
Original.
Gotrek & Felix: Slayer
The Third Omnibus
The Return of Nagash
Lost Tales
Gotrek and Felix: The Fifth Omnibus
Warlord Queek Headtaker is unlike other skaven, a fearless
warrior, a general who leads from the front and the grim
victor of many great battles. When King Kazador begins to
gather an army at Karak Azul it falls to Queek to lead a
surprise attack on the hold, but even one as cunning as he
cannot resist the chance to face such a renowned hero of the
dwarfs in single combat.
War with the elves has ended in bloody stalemate, great
quakes have broken the peaks, and the enemies of the dwarfs
are rising in vast numbers. Far removed from this grief,
however, are the dwarfs of Ekrund, great underground city
of the Dragonback Mountains, convinced that no foe will
ever breach their walls. Amongst them, the Angbok clan
continues to mine their gold, until war threatens
Dragonback and decisions must be made that could change
their way of life forever. Whether by exile or extinction, a
great doom is coming.
This is a collection of timeless tales featuring the Slayer
Gotrek Gurnisson and his human companion Felix Jaeger.
The second omnibus recounting the tales of the old world's
greatest dwarf and human pairing: Gotrek the Slayer and
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Felix the poet. Gotrek and Felix: unsung heroes of the
Empire, or nothing more than common thieves and
murderers? The truth perhaps lies somewhere in between,
and depends entirely upon whom you ask... The Slayer and
his poet companioncontinue their adventures, aided by the
Kislebvite warrior-princess Ulrika, the wizard Max Schreiber
and Gotrek's old comrade Snorri Nosebiter. Returning from
their expedition in the distant north, Gotrek and Felix find
themselves under attack by and army of monstrous
greenskins - and a terrifying dragon. When an immense
Chaos horde besieges Praag, the adventurers hasten to
defend the beleaguered city - but the masters of the Chaos
host have plans for Gotrek. When Ulrika is captured by a
dread vampire, the race is on to rescue her before she
succumbs to the curse of undeath. Collectiong
Dragonslayer, Beastslayer and Vampireslayer, plus a
nmumber of bonus short stories, Gotrek and Felix the
Second Omnius is packed with fantasy adventure.
Gotrek & Felix: Lost Tales
Warhammer Chronicles: Gotrek & Felix: The Third
Omnibus
Manslayer
Beastslayer
Gotrek & Felix: The First Omnibus
An ancient evil returns to the Warhammer
World The End Times are coming. As the
forces of Chaos threaten to drown the world
in madness, Mannfred von Carstein and
Arkhan the Black put aside their difference
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and plot to resurrect the one being with the
power to stand against the servants of the
Ruinous Powers and restore order to the
world - the Great Necromancer himself. As
they set about gathering artefacts to use in
their dark ritual, armies converge on
Sylvania, intent on stopping them. But
Arkhan and Mannfred are determined to
complete their task. No matter the cost,
Nagash must rise again.
In the dark and medieval Warhammer world,
Gotrek Gurnisson and Felix Jaeger travel the
Empire seeking out the most fearsome
monsters imaginable. Blazing orange hair and
countless tattoos mark Gotrek as a Troll
Slayer, a Dwarf warrior doomed to seek a
glorious death in battle to atone for an
unknown and personal disgrace. Felix has
sworn an oath to record this death saga, but
his only problem is staying alive to retell the
tale.
This fantastic collection of much loved
classics includes: Trollslayer, Skavenslayer
and Daemonslayer, plus a number of bonus
short stories. Gotrek and Felix: The First
Omnibus is packed with fantasy adventure.
Gotrek and Felix: unsung heroes of the
Empire, or nothing more than common
thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps
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lies somewhere inbetween, and depends
entirely on who you ask... Relive the early
adventures of the Slayer and his human
companion. From the haunted forests of the
Empire to the darkness beneath the World's
Edge Mountains, Gotrek and Felix face
demented cultists, sinister goblins and a
monstrous troll. In the city of Nuln, they get
involved in an invasion by the sewer-dwelling
skaven. And in the frozen north, an expidition
to the lost dwarf hold of Karag Dum brings
Gotrek and Felix face to face with a dread
Bloodthirster of Chaos...
Latest instalment in the Gotrek & Felix series.
Dwarf Trollslayer Gotrek and his human
companion Felix Jaeger, Warhammer's most
famous pair of heroes, head off to a new
adventure in the latest novel of this bestselling fantasy series against a horde of
beastmen who threaten the safety of the
Empire.
Gotrek & Felix:
Gotrek & Felix
Daemonslayer
The Doom of Dragonback
Slayer - Gotrek & Felix
A Gotrek & Felix Omnibus For many long years, Felix
Jaeger has followed the dwarf Slayer Gotrek
Gurnisson across the world. Their adventures have
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been extraordinary; their heroic partnership the stuff
of legends. Now it ends. With their friendship in
tatters after a series of betrayals, the pair march
south at the head of a ragtag army, intent on driving
the forces of Chaos out of the Empire and returning
Felix to his wife. But Gotrek’s doom is at hand, and
great powers are at work to ensure that he meets it.
With enemies on all sides and destiny calling, Felix
must make a choice – to follow Gotrek into the
darkness that awaits him, or to abandon his oldest
friend once and for all. Collecting City of the
Damned, Kinslayer and Slayer, plus the short story
‘Rememberers’, Gotrek & Felix: The Sixth Omnibus is
packed with fantasy adventure.
"Gotrek and Felix: unsung heroes of the Empire, or
nothing more than common thieves and murderers?
The truth perhaps lies somewhere in between, and
depends entirely upon whom you ask ... Legend tells
of the City of the Damned ? a dark and forbidding
place destroyed in a previous age by the wrath of
Sigmar. Long have its fallen towers remained
undisturbed by the people of Ostermark, but now an
ancient evil stirs in the depths, gathering its strength
once more. Gotrek and Felix are swept up in the
crusade of Baron G?tz von Kiel to cleanse the city,
and as the ruins are torn from the passage of time
itself, the Slayer?s doom appears to be approaching
more quickly than either of them would like"
--Amazon.com.
New omnibus of Gotrek & Felix novels: Elfslayer,
Shamanslayer, and Zombieslayer Gotrek and Felix:
unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing more than
common thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps
lies somewhere in between, and depends entirely
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upon whom you ask... Captured by dark elves and
imprisoned in a terrifying Black Ark, Felix must forge
a fragile alliance of prisoners and incite rebellion.
Back on dry land, Gotrek and his companion are
drawn into a frantic battle against monstrous
beastmen in the heart of the Empire’s forests. And
trapped in a fortress under siege by the restless
dead, commanded by the sinister Heinrich Kemmler
and the mighty Krell, the heroes must unite the
fractious defenders if they are to live to see the
dawn.
In the unceasing war against Chaos, the doomseeking dwarf, Gotrek and his human companion,
Felix are beset by a new, terrible foe--an evil which
threatens to reach out from darkest Sylvania.
Reissue.
The First Omnibus
Vampireslayer
Echoes of the Long War
Slayer of the End Times
Headtaker

A Gotrek & Felix Omnibus The Slayer and his
poet companion – plus a host of friends new
and old –follow our stalwart adventurers as
they continue their quests in a trio of actionpacked novels. READ IT BECAUSE Dragons, a
massive Chaos siege and the undead – this
omnibus contains some classic villains in
some of Gotrek & Felix's best loved
adventures – along with one of the most
shocking twists in the entire series. Gotrek
and Felix: unsung heroes of the Empire, or
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nothing more than common thieves and
murderers? The truth perhaps lies somewhere
in between, and depends entirely upon whom
you ask... Escaping from a horde of enemies,
Gotrek and Felix stumble into a network of
ancient magical tunnels and emerge on the
mist-shrouded isle of Albion, where old foes
are hatching a deadly plan. In the far south,
the Slayer aids a dwarf prince against the orcs
and goblins who have seized his hold. And
when they meet their old friend, the dwarf
engineer Malakai Makaisson, the heroes
uncover a sinister plot to sabotage a dwarf
airship and aid the forces of Chaos in their
war with the Empire. Collecting Giantslayer,
Orcslayer and Manslayer, plus a number of
bonus short stories, Gotrek & Felix: The Third
Omnibus is packed with fantasy adventure.
The return of Black Library favourites Gotrek
& Felix Gotrek and Felix: unsung heroes of
the Empire, or nothing more than common
thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps lies
somewhere in between, and depends entirely
upon whom you ask... Gotrek and Felix race to
the dwarf hold at Karak Kadrin, finding it
besieged by one of the grand armies of Chaos
warlord Garmr. When King Ungrim Ironfist
speaks of the legendary ‘Road of Skulls’ and
of the hated foe’s attempts to open a portal
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into the Realm of Chaos, Gotrek senses that a
great doom awaits him – though it may not be
the one he would choose for himself. As the
king’s own son leads his army of Slayers to
fulfil an ancient prophecy, it seems that
Garmr’s hour of victory may be at hand.
Chronicling the adventures of Gotrek and
Felix, this collection includes the novels
'Trollslayer', 'Skavenslayer' and
'Daemonslayer'.
Gotrek Gurnisson is back and he's in the
Mortal Realms....his axe is poised and he's
ready for anything! A must read for fans of
this truly iconic character In the bleak,
haunted underworld of Shyish, a vengeful
Slayer seeks the Lord of Undeath. Gotrek
Gurnisson returns, his oaths now ashes
alongside the World-That-Was, his fury
undiminished. Branded with the Master Rune
of Grimnir, the God that betrayed him, and
joined by Maleneth Witchblade, a former
Daughter of Khaine and turned agent of the
Order of Azyr, the hunt has taken them far
and wide through the Realm of Death. Will
Gotrek find a path to the Undying King or will
the underworlds claim him as their own?
Ghoulslayer
Gotrek & Felix: Road of Skulls
Slayer
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City of the Damned
Kinslayer
Once heroes and companions on the greatest
of adventures, Gotrek Gurnisson and Felix
Jaeger have long since gone their separate
ways. Felix, married and working for the
family business in Altdorf, embarks on a
journey north to Kislev when he hears that
an old comrade has been captured by the
forces of Chaos. Reunited with Gotrek, and
other old friends, Felix begins to suspect
that he has embarked upon his final
adventure. And in the cold north, Gotrek's
doom awaits him.
Follow the next steps of the much loved
Black Library characters Gotrek and
Felix... Gotrek and Felix: unsung heroes
of the Empire, or nothing more than common
thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps
lies somewhere in between, and depends
entirely on whom you ask… Racing towards
the besieged dwarf hold of Karak Kadrin,
Gotrek and Felix battle to thwart the
brutal leader of a Grand Chaos army,
Warlord Garmr. Upon arriving, the infamous
duo is charged by Ungrim Ironfist with a
suicidal task: to prevent the creation of
a portal to the Realm of Chaos itself. On
another quest, far away in the vast
deserts of Nehekhara, Gotrek and Felix are
captured by the undead Queen Khalida and
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forced to fight her enemies across the sunbaked Land of the Dead. But, as the
unlikely pair are swiftly reminded, the
dead do not stay buried for long...
Collecting Road of Skulls and The Serpent
Queen, plus four novellas and a number of
bonus short stories, Gotrek and Felix: The
Fifth Omnibus is packed with fantasy
adventure.
From the savage, hammer-wielding White
Wolves of Middenheim to the disciplined
and loyal Reiksguard and fiercely
religious Knights of the Blazing Sun,
thrill to classic stories about the
templars of the Empire With their shining
armour, mighty steeds and religious
fervour, knights are the very embodiment
of warfare in the Old World. Yet no two
orders of these holy warriors are the same
– the savage, hammer-wielding White Wolves
of Middenheim could not be more different
from the disciplined and loyal Reiksguard,
whose duty it is to protect the Emperor
himself. In contrast, the Knights of the
Blazing Sun are dedicated to the Tilean
warrior-goddess Myrmidia, and their goal
is to achieve perfection in the art of war
through battle.
Heroic duo Gotrek and Felix arrive back on
the south coast of the Old World to
discover that the orcs are running
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rampant. With the Empire's armies
desperately fighting off a major Chaos
invasion, further inland the lands are
laid bare, and our heroes find more than
they bargained for in the cold depths of
the mountains.
Gotrek & Felix: The Fourth Omnibus
The Omnibus
Giantslayer
Trollslayer
Orcslayer
A collection of action-packed novellas from
Warhammer’s longest running series Gotrek and Felix:
unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing more than
common thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps lies
somewhere in between, and depends entirely upon
whom you ask... A collection of timeless tales featuring
the Slayer Gotrek Gurnisson and his human companion
Felix Jaeger. From the undead-ridden marshes of Hel
Fenn, where an ancient evil lurks, to the court of a
skaven lord in the depths of a dwarf hold, the duo face
excitement, danger and intrigue at every turn.
The Gotrek and Felix novels are the Black Library's
longest-running and most popular fantasy series.
Contains an author introduction by Nathan Long and the
novella Redhand's Daughter, by William King. The first
two Gotrek and Felix omnibuses are also available, and
form part of our core stock line. Book 11 in the series,
Shamanslayer, will be out in Fall 2009. Omnibus edition
of books seven to nine in the best-selling Gotrek and
Felix series - Giantslayer, Orcslayer and Manslayer - by
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William King and Nathan Long.
With enemies on all sides and destiny calling, Felix must
make a choice: to follow Gotrek into the darkness that
awaits him, or to abandon his oldest friend once and for
all. For many long years, Felix Jaeger has followed the
dwarf Slayer Gotrek Gurnisson across the world. Their
adventures have been extraordinary, their heroic
partnership the stuff of legends. Now it ends. With their
friendship in tatters after a series of betrayals, the pair
march south at the head of a ragtag army, intent upon
driving the forces of Chaos out of the Empire and
returning Felix to his wife. But Gotrek's doom is at hand,
and great powers are at work to ensure that he meets it.
With enemies on all sides and destiny calling, Felix must
make a choice: to follow Gotrek into the darkness that
awaits him, or to abandon his oldest friend once and for
all.
For many long years, Felix Jaeger has followed the
dwarf Slyer Gotrek Gurnisson across the world. Thir
adventures have been extraordinary; their heroic
partnership the stuff of legends. Now it ends. With their
friendship in tatters after a series of betrayals, the pair
marches southat the head of a ragtag army, intent on
driving the forces of Chaos out of the Empire and
returning Felix to his wife. But Gotrek's doom is at hand,
and great powers are at work to ensure that he meets it.
With enemies on all sides and destiny calling, Felix must
make a choice - to follow Gotrek into the darkness that
awaits him, or to abandon his oldest frind once and for
all. Previous titles: Gotrek & Felix: Kinslayer 9781849707299 Deathblade: A Tale of Malus Darkblade
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- 9781849707992
Gotrek and Felix: The First Omnibus
Dragonslayer
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